


� FACTOR 

PRISER OG SPESIFIKASJONER PÅ FACTOR SYKLER
Alle sykler tilpasses ditt ønske på utveksling, krankarmlengde, stem og styrebredde. Kontakt oss for råd og tips om hva som egner seg best for deg. Vi gjør 

gjerne en sykkeltilpassing for å finne de perfektene målene som gjelder for deg.

Modellen leveres standard med Black Inc RGi karbonstyre og stem. CeramicSpeed styrelager og kranklager. Fizik sadel og Factor styretape. 

Vår avtale med Factor gir oss de beste priser når syklene leveres med våre Unaas hjul. Vi utstyrer de med markedets beste dekk fra Vittoria. Du kan selv velge 

mellom 25, 28 eller 30mm bredde, samt lys eller sort sidekant. 

Sykkelen kan leveres i 4 standardfarger som vist på side 19 i denne pdf filen eller i custom design. Kontakt oss for mer informasjon om dette. Syklene leveres i 

størrelser 49 – 58. 

Du kan se nærmere på geometritabell på side 21. 

Alle modeller kan leveres med skivebrems eller felgbrems oppsett. Priser og spesifikasjoner over er oppgitt med skivebrems. 

Priser gjelder for våren 2020 og kan endres uten forvarsel. Vi tar forbehold om feil i spesifikasjoner.





Because we own the factory, we aren’t confronted with the issue of asking our contractor to step outside of their comfort zone. We 

choose which fibres are best for our bikes, which resins will hold those fibres together and which construction techniques are most 

appropriate at each location of the frame and fork.

We exercise unlimited control over our bikes. While other companies are still trying to figure out how to produce a stiff and reliable 

800 gram frame, we’re onto the next challenge—making sure that bike has the right balance of stiffness so that it gives every rider 

the feeling of riding something organic, that rare quality we like to call“lively.”

We are free to experiment with new ideas and because our ability to move from drawing board to prototype to production model is 

unmatched in the industry, we can innovate on in fresh ways, like our Twin Vane down tube on the One. We created that not as a 

means to improve aerodynamics, but as a way to restore stiffness and ride quality to an aerodynamic design. Why create an aerody-

namic road bike that is no fun to ride?

Factor bikes: in-house 

R&D and manufacturing



Dance up the mountains



Designed and built with no compromises, the FACTOR O2 delivers a high-performance ride capable of satisfying the demands of the fastest riders in the ProTour peloton. This is the weapon of 

choice of Romain Bardet and the AG2R team. To dance up the mountains, and storm down the descents.

Manufactured in FACTOR’s advanced carbon fibre facility to the highest standards, the O2 blends three different types of carbon, applied expertly to provide both high stiffness and comfort,de-

pending where it’s needed. Every tube and section of the O2 has been engineered and developed for a ProTour level quality ride: maximum power transfer under load, but also vibration 

dampening to feel fresh after a 6 hour ride. All that in a sub-800g frame weight. This is the result of FACTOR's expertise with carbon fibre manufacturing for over two decades.

The O2 does all that in style, with a slender profile that will subtly stand out in any group ride. Elegance, all-day comfort and high performance coming together.

．RGi Carbon fibre

．Svelte RGi Carbon tapered fork

．Asymmetrical, oversized downtube

．All-internal cable routing

．Stealth seatpost clamp

．Clearance up to 28mm tyres

．Electronic and mechanical drivetrain compatible

．Rim and Disc brake versions

．7 frames sizes

Features:
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The FACTOR O2 delivers a high-performance ride capable of satisfying the demands of the fastest riders in the ProTour peloton. This is the result of meticulous geometry design work, 

structural carbon fibre layup optimization (for best power transfer at minimum weight) and a careful choice of components. To dance up the mountains, and storm down the descents.

Dance up the mountains

Wide stance seatstays

CeramicSpeed headset

Integrated fork crown

Light and compliant Svelte fork

Oversized, asymmetric
downtube for maximum
power transfer

Downtube-to-chainstay continuous power drive construction

Hidden seatpost wedge for
27.2mm seatpost with rubber seal

BBright bottom bracket shell

Clearance for 28 mm tyres front and rear



The continuous downtube-to-chainstay structure of the O2 frame provides an unparalleled 

stiffness for minimum energy loss and maximum drivetrain performance. Using bigger 

and wider tubes with a more continuous shape allows us to use longer sheets of carbon 

fiber, for a stronger and lighter structure.

At the core of the Power Drivetrain sits the BBright bottom bracket shell. We choose 

BBright as it offers the widest possible BB shell for a smoother and stiffer transition from 

the wide, asymmetric downtube to the tall chainstays. All this while being able to lay the 

carbon fibre sheets smoothly in this area, with high compaction, without sharp or thin 

shapes that increase weight and decrease structural integrity. The asymmetric (narrower 

on the drive-side) BBright shell also improves clearance with small chainrings and

powermeters.

A section cut of the BB are reveals the enlarge structure created by the gusseted joint 

between the downtube, seat tube and BB shell. The asymmetric, tall chainstays make use 

of all available volume for a more continuous blend into the BB shell, for extra stiffness at 

a low weight, while leaving room for 28mm tyres and large chainrings.

FACTOR O2 - Power Drivetrain

Gusseted joint between Down tube, 
Seat tubeand BB shell: 
large enclosed volume > high stiffness

Asymmetric chainstays, optimized for stiffness while allowing
28mm tyre clearance and the use of large 
chainrings and powermeters 
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The FACTOR O2 features a visibly asymmetric oversized downtube, which is the backbone of the frame and largely responsible for the highly reactive and lively nature of the bike. Using FEA 

software and our internal test lab bench data, we have perfected the size and profile of the downtube for every size for superior riding characteristics.

Connecting the headtube to the bottom bracket and chainstays, the asymmetric downtube carbon layup is tuned for a perfect balance of torsional and vertical stiffness.

FACTOR O2 - Asymmetric oversized downtube



Up front, the O2 frame is complemented by the Svelte fork. Frame and fork have been designed together to work in unison with the highest performance in mind: lateral stiffness with some 

vertical compliance for comfort, excellent torsional stiffness for increased control while cornering and descending. All those great characteristics packed in a very light weight fork. Such a 

feat is the result of long hours of FEA (Finite Element Analysis) during the design phase, followed by numerous carbon layup prototypes and testing in the lab and on the road.

The Svelte fork uses a tapered steerer tube with a 1-3/8"lower bearing, with the crown integrated in the frame's downtube for increased steering precision and aerodynamic gains.

The disc version of the Svelte fork largely follows the shape and size of the rim brake fork, to achieve the same high performance numbers, but with a slightly asymmetric design and specific 

layup to withstand the disc braking forces.

FACTOR O2 - Svelte fork
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This design helps with lateral stiffness in the rear 

triangle, while keeping the seatstays thin for 

vertical compliance (comfort) and light weight. On 

the rim brake version, the wide stance seatstays 

help keep brake chatter away and increase braking 

power. 

Wide stance seatstays
Factor O2 is offered with Zero and 25mm offset 

seatposts options, both allowing for easy Di2 

internal battery installation. 

The forged aluminum 1-bolt saddle clamp makes 

saddle adjustment easy, and is available for carbon 

and metal saddle rails (7x9 or 7x7 rails).

Seatpost options
The clean lines of the O2 frame are further 

accentuated by the stealth seatpost wedge. But for 

Factor this design is not only made for a clean look, 

it also keeps the carbon structure free of metal 

inserts or the need to squeeze a split carbon seat 

tube in order to adjust the saddle height. A rubber 

gasket keeps water ingress at bay, and the wedge 

clamping bolt under the top tube is protected from 

the rain and sweat. 

Stealth seatpost wedge



Whether it is the O2 or the O2 Disc, each frame and fork has been designed specifically to perform at the highest level. That includes your ability to brake 

safely and efficiently.  For the O2, the rim brakes use the classic and light center-bolt mount. The wide stance seatstays keep the rear caliper shielded 

from the wind, and stiffen the rear triangle for a more powerful braking.

The O2 Disc uses Flat Mount standard design, with a recessed hardware mount for a firmer interface and cleaner looks.The bolt-on FACTOR 12mm 

aluminum thru-axles keep the whole system tidy and away from the wind.

Brake options
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The FACTOR O2 frameset has been designed around the Black Inc components it is supplied with. The Black Inc barstem and 
seatpost not only are premium level components on itself, that elevate the category of any bike in the market, but they 

complement the personality of the FACTOR O2 perfectly. A perfect blend of torsional stiffness and vertical compliance, these 
components allow the FACTOR O2 frameset to fully express itself, with excellent power transfer during sprints and climbing off 

the saddle, all-day riding comfort and road surface absorbtion in a featherlight and elegant package.

Barstem features:

．Integrated, full carbon, bar and stem design

．Titanium hardware

．Reach 80mm, Drop 125mm with compact 
ergonomic drop shape.

．Compatibility with latest generation Shimano 
DI2 bar end junction box

Seatpost features:

．Full carbon fiber shaft construction

．1-bolt, forged aluminum saddle clamp. 7x7 and 7x9 
clamp options.

．Zero and 25mm setback options. 27.2mm diameter 
only.

．Compatible with Shimano DI2 internal battery.

FACTOR O2 - Black Inc seatpost and barstem
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Factor O2 has been shaped and constructed for the best perfomance on the road, not just on the test lab. After long hours spent on FEA for structur-

al analysis and perfecting the carbon fibre layup in our factory, many frame and fork samples in all sizes were made to be tested on the road by our 

team of test riders, as well as some of the top professional cyclists. This extended road testing provided very valuable feedback to refine and perfect 

the riding characteristics of the FACTOR O2.

Achieving a perfect balance of stiffness, comfort and light weight, the FACTOR O2 delivers a lively and reactive ride for those pushing for the highest 

performance. To dance up the mountains, and storm down the descents, the FACTOR O2 is an amazing all-rounder as capable of winning a mountain 

stage at the Tour de France as it is to tame the pave' at Paris-Roubaix.

FACTOR O2 - developed and tested in the real world
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The FACTOR O2 is now available in two Limited Edition colorways, to celebrate FACTOR’s 

collaboration with AG2R La Mondiale in the 2018 Tour de France. Both framesets feature a 

special finish, with the top tube, seat tube, front and rear ends showing the raw carbon 

material. The carbon finish is combined with special colors and details:

．The Bardet Limited Edition (limited production of only 200 framesets) combines the 
carbon areas with Sterling Silver paint for a lightning fast looking bike that follows 
Bardet’s motto “Take the Risk or Lose the Chance”. The artwork also features Bardet’s 
regional hero Vercingetorix as well as Bardet’s talisman mountain Le Puy de Dome.

．The Champs Elysees Limited Edition (limited production of only 100 framesets) 
combines the carbon areas with Celestial Blue paint, an elegant and exclusive finish.

Both Limited Edition framesets have numbered plates to certify their uniqueness

FACTOR O2 – LIMITED EDITION
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The Factor O2 is available in a variety of stock 

colors:

．Burnt Orange

．Turquoise-Grey

．Stealth Black

．Team Blue

All these colors available in both rim and disc 

brake versions.

Factor O2 colors



“18 years as a professional, over a thousand days racing under my belt, and yet 

there was one day’s racing I’d never completed: Paris-Roubaix. In my final year, 

2014, it was one of my primary objectives, to finish that is. 257km, 28 cobbled 

sections totalling nearly 60km, and two laps of a velodrome. I did it all, apart from 

the last lap. I stood in the middle of that most famous of velodromes, helmet off, 

knocking back a Fanta, face covered in dirt, feeling a bit of a hero. Until my wife told 

me I had one more lap to do. ONEMORELAP? That pretty much summed up my final 

year, it wasn’t exactly a blaze of glory.”  – David Millar

Factor O2 CHPT3 - One more lap

This color is available in both rim and disc brake versions.
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*Stack and Reach measured to top of integrated fork

Size

Stack

Reach

SeatTube Angle

Head Tube Angle

Fork Offset

BB Drop

Chainstay Length

Seat Tube 

Top Tube

Head Tube

46

495

360

73.0°

70.5°

53

68

405

430

507

95

49

495

367

73.0°

70.5°

53

68

405

456

515

95

52

520

376

73.0°

72.2°

53

68

405

480

535

115

56

565

392

73.0°

73.5°

43

68

405

525

565

154

58

588

401

73.0°

73.5°

43

68

405

548

581

178

61

611

409

73.0°

73.5°

43

68

405

570

596

202

54

542

384

73.0°

73.1°

43

68

405

502

549

131

Seat Tube Angle Head Tube Angle

Stack

Reach

BB Drop
Fork Offset

Top Tube

Head Tube

Chainstay Length

Seat Tube 



Specification chart

Frame Set

Components

MODEL SPECIFICATION

Factor O2 / O2 Disc

Factor

Black Inc

Black Inc

CeramicSpeed Tapered

CeramicSpeed

Black Inc Black Fifty / Fifty Disc

Factor Hi Grip tape

RGi Carbon

RGi Carbon

1-1/8" upper, 1-3/8" lower bearings

50mm deep Carbon Clincher with CeramicSpeed bearings

Anti-Slip, Shock Absorbing

Aluminium cups / CeramicSpeed bearings with Wheels MFG 24mm BBRight Reducers/Adaptors

RGi Carbon. Zero and 25mm setback available.

BRAND

FRAME

FORK

SEAT POST

BARSTEM

HEADSET

WHEELSET

BAR TAPE

BB

Carbon Reach 80mm, drop 125mm. Multiple stem lengths and bar widths available

Svelte / Svelte Disc

Carbon

PF4630
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Factor Bikes was conceived from a commitment to innovation, speed and performance through advanced engineering; 

our soul lives in technology and integration and our heritage is derived from advanced motorsport and aviation.



FACTORBIKES.COM




